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Rapid training of layer specific edges for segmentation of retinal
layers in OCT
S P K Karri1, Debjani Chakraborty2, Jyotirmoy Chatterjee1

Abstaract
Aim: Optical Coherence Tomography scans based retinal layer width profiles can be attributed to various pathologies and graph
based methods have illustrated accurate retinal layers segmentation particularly in presence of noise.. Graph based segmentation
approaches employ the edge information to infer the class at each image location (pixel). Material and method: Total 10
patients presented with diabetic macular edema (DME) were selected for the study. Machine learning is used for predictions of
edges given an image to avoid heuristics based edge detection (image processing). Current approach aims at training one model
with the capability of predicting multiple classes along with edge. Result: The proposed approach is capable of segmenting
various layers of DME subjects with large deformation. The approach has superior performance (0.89) in comparison with
standard baseline (0.87 and 0.82) in terms of F-score. Conclusion A model can be trained with capability of predicting multiple
layer edges with reduced in training time complexity and without trading off evaluation performance.
Keywords: Optical Coherence Tomography; Diabetic Macular Edema; Image Segmentation; Machine learning.

O

phthalmology involves diagnosis of eye affected
systemic diseases along with eye pathologies.
Conventionally selection of medical imaging instrument
(fundus camera, fundus auto-fluorescence, etc.) by
ophthalmologist is subjective to pathology. Adaptation of
optical coherence tomography (OCT) a subsurface imaging
technique for cross-sectional interpretation of eye has been
a paradigm shift in eye imaging 1,2,3,4,5 . This led to attributing
cross-sectional information of eye to various pathologies.
Common clinical practice involve quantification of
crossection information through layers width profiles6,7,8,9,10.
To reduce the work load of ophthalmologists layer
delineation pipeline has been automated through
segmentation algorithms 11-19 . Pathologies related to retina
are considered major reason for irreversible vision loss so
majority of OCT segmentation algorithms aims at
segmentation of various layers in retina. To illustrate the
robustness of the proposed approach OCT scans of
subjects with diabetic macular edema (DME) are
considered for experimentation as it accounts for one of
leading causes of blindness in the elderly. With the driven
importance of retinal layer thickness quantification various
image segmentation algorithms ranging from A-scan line
(each column in image) based approaches to graph

approaches including pattern recognition as intermediary
step. Graph based approaches have illustrated resilience
to noise and small layer deformations. But, the performance
is subjective to the estimation of the edge maps. Major
practices involve gradient derivatives (Eigen values) or
classifiers (machine learning) for prediction of edge maps.
Machine learning (ML) approaches have an advantage of
modeling complex feature patterns for edge detection
compared to heuristic rules 17,19,20,21. Traditional ML based
approaches involve prediction of a scalar value given a
feature vector. Structured prediction is an evolving field in
ML where the algorithm predicts the output structure given
a feature vector22,23. In case of edge prediction given a
feature vector at a location, an edge patch is predicted
instead of a scalar value representing probability of edge
presence at that corresponding location. Structured forests
for edge detection (SFE) is a structured prediction algorithm
which can be extended for detection of layer information
along with edges. Incorporation of such information
resulted in effective delineation of retinal layers particularly
in case of subjects with large layer deformation. The layer
information is incorporated through one vs. all approach
where each model is trained for individual layer edges [23].
Such practice requires n models for n layers which
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effectively increases the training time complexity. The
proposed approach explores the possibility of modeling
multiple layer edges by single model so the training time
complexity is significantly reduced and helpful in case of
delineating large number of layers. It is also required to
achieve this without trading off the prediction error. The
proposed model also retains the salient characteristics of
traditional SFE i.e., resilient to noise, robust to large
deformations, handling shadow artifacts, etc.). SFE
modeling requires images corresponding segmented
ground truths and edges along the object boundaries.
Given a set of images(m x n), SFE preprocessing step
involves filtering images (m x n) for noise removal, feature
quantification where histogram of oriented gradients with
d-1 bins are extracted at each pixel, appending image with
feature resulting in tuple (m x n x d), feature patches are
extracted from tuple with each patch being 32 x 32 x d.
Given segmented ground truths and edges corresponding
to images, label patches and edge patches of size 16 x 16
are extracted retaining the location correspondence
between feature patch central pixel, label patch central
pixel and edge patch central pixel.
Similar to traditional random forests structured forests are
an ensemble of decision trees. During training, at each
tree‘s decision node label patches are projected onto a
low dimensional space to create binary vectors, clustered
binary vectors into two classes and decision rule is
constructed (gini impurity) such that features patches takes
up the class same as corresponding label patch‘s binary
vector with minimum error. Each feature patch is driven to
either left child path or right child path of a decision node
based on the constructed decision rule of the node.
As each child path is appended with decision node the
label patches orresponding to each feature patch in a child
path are retrieved and decision rule construction followed
by child path patch separation are implemented. The
process is repeated for each child path until the similarity
between label patches in the path fall under a threshold.
In such cases child path is appended with leaf node. At
each leaf node label patches and corresponding edge
patches are retrieved and mean patches of each set (one
for label patches and the other for edge patches). During
testing given feature patch the decision rules directs the
feature path to a leaf node and the mean edge patch is
considers as prediction of the tree. Average of individual
tree prediction is treated as forest prediction. Traditional
SRF doesn’t care for the object class contributing to the
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edge. To include class information through ‘one vs. all’
approach involves creation of n (number of classes) sets
of data where ith set include feature patches, label patches
treating only class ‘i’ as foreground and edge patches
suppressing edge values not falling under ith class object.
Each dataset is trained with an independent model so
during prediction the ith model is expected to predict the ith
class edge. It is identified the bottle neck of the information
is due to projecting the segmentation patches to low
dimension for creating binary vectors. If scalar vectors
(multiple values) are created instead of binary vectors
results in construction of decision rules for object specific
edges.

Material and method:
An online Duke OCT dataset comprising DME subject’s
retinal scans is considered for experimentation. The
dataset also includes contour indexes for eight layers along
each column of image are annotated by two experts,
heuristically edges based graph segmentation and kernel
regression feature based graph segmentation. The
algorithms requires retinal oct images (during training),
corresponding segmentation ground truths (label) of each
layer and upper boundary (edges) of each layer with unique
value. The algorithm being a machine learning based
approach it involves three phases: data preparation,
training and prediction. Data preparation involves
quantification of HOG features at each pixel of an OCT
image, concatenated along the depth resulting in a tuple,
tuple patch creation with same depth as tuple and finally
patch extraction of label image and edge image retaining
the central pixel correspondence with tuple edge. Training
process involve constructing of decorrelated trees where
each tree is trained with different data and decision rules
at each decision node are identified based on tuple patches
and corresponding label patches. It also includes the mean
label patch and edge patch in each leaf node of each tree.
Prediction process employs a test image tuple patch and
identifies a leaf node so the mean edge stored in the leaf
node is treated as prediction.
Graph based retinal layer segmentation approaches
involve identification edges at each pixel based on
heuristics or machine learning and recent approaches are
more focused on machine learning approaches due to the
performance. Machine learning approaches don’t predict
edges inherently as they are trained for segmentation and
edges are computed from individual layer probability maps.
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For each layer, edge (upper contour) map of corresponding
layer is considered, column of values ‘1’ is appended on
left and right hand side of the edge map, a dynamic
program is employed to identify shortest path from top left
pixel to right bottom pixel of the image, such path is
smoothened with a filter and outcome is treated as
elucidation between considered layer and upper layer.
During training traditional random forest decision rule
construction involves minimization of information loss
between feature vectors and corresponding class labels.
Structured random forest need to consider label patch
instead of class label (a scalar) is computationally
expensive. So label patches are projected on to low
dimensional space through random sampling instead of
conventional approaches like principle component analysis
etc. Such approach is adopted with the idea for introduction
of noise during decision rule construction which has been
empirically proven to resolve overfitting problem. The low
dimensional projection being a random sampling replacing
binary vector the proposed idea of replacing binary vector
with scalar vector will not burden the projection process.
During clustering instead of computing Euclidean distance
between two vectors with two states the distance between
two vectors with ‘n+1’ states is computed. Even this will
not impose any computational overhead because the
scalar vectors is of data type unidentified integer but not
float. From algorithm point alterations in few lines of
structured random forest source code is sufficient for
constructing low dimensional scalar vector during training.
The label and edge patches are averaged and stored in
leaf nodes. The mean patches takes multiple states rather
to anticipated due to low space projection and averaging
results. This results in artifacts model prediction. To avoid

this an one time refinement step is introduced after training
where ‘n’ models are created out of trained single model
so ith model predicts the edge patches corresponding to
the ith layer. This is achieved by clipping of the mean edge
patch values with i+1 for ith model. As stated before given
a test image, feature tuple is generated, tuple patches
retaining the depth with a stride of 1 are generated, ith model
indexes each tuple patch to one of mean edge patches
and finally overlapping regions between edge patches are
averaged to reconstruct the edge map of ith layer with
dimensions same as test image.

Results:
OCT scans of 10 patients were included in the
experimentation. A total of 55 images from first five subjects
are considered for training and remaining 55 images are
considered as testing set Multiscale information is
embedded by downscaling and upscaling retinal images
and concatenate the extracted HOG features to original
image tuple along depth. During training, generation of
tuple patches with stride ‘1’ results in abundant metadata
and an overload on model training. So a 1 million patches
along the contours within 8px radius are considered and
an additional 1.5 million patches far from contours are
considered. The clustering at each decision node is
performed by employing PCA and gini measure is
considered for decision rule construction. The random
forest with six trees is trained. During testing for each image
instead of extracting tuple patches with at stride ‘2’ the
extraction is performed at stride ‘2’ to reduce the prediction
time complexity. Training of proposed approach takes
approximately 14 hrs for learning layers of all edges where
as one vs. all approach takes around 12 hrs per layer edge
resulting few days for all layers. To evaluate the prediction

Figure 1: Illustrating the segmentation capability of proposed methods in normal images and pathological images.
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capability the segmentation performance is compared with
F-score metric. To illustrate that the model retains the
salient points of one Vs all approach the segmentation
results in cases of noise, large deformation and shadow
artifacts are shown in figure below.
An approach for training single model capable of predicting
layer specific edges has been proposed. The one vs. all
approach has been proposed to validate a hypothesis that
object or layer specific edges could be learned. To speed
up the training multi-boundary (in feature space) approach
or single model is employed which requires constructing
complex functions. the random forests are well established
for handling such complex boundaries and Table 1 supports
the same based on prediction error. It is evident that time
taken for training a single model is less to training ‘n’ models
each corresponding to a layer. The prediction time
complexity is same as one vs. all approach because ‘n’
edge maps (each for a layer) need to be generated due to
the employment of dynamic programming. As to our
knowledge dynamic program cannot identify multiple
shortest paths simultaneously subjective to edges from
different topologies (layers).

Table 1: F-score of proposed method compared
to benchmarks (AN and AD) and comparable
performance against ‘One Vs all’ approach
with large training complexity.
Proposed

AN[17]

AD[17]

One Vs
all[23]

ILM

0.87

0.778

0.853

0.87

NFL/GCL

0.91

0.772

0.895

0.90

IPL/INL

0.81

0.652

0.757

0.80

INL/OPL

0.76

0.67

0.747

0.77

OPL/ONL

0.94

0.868

0.931

0.94

ISM

0.88

0.878

0.872

0.88

RPE

0.86

0.823

0.824

0.86

Incorporation of label and edge patches with pixels from
multiple states instead of binary states has impacted
functionally during training in low dimensional projection
for scalar vector, clustering and mean patch values at leaf
nodes. Computationally both one vs. all and single model
approach are the same during training and testing i.e.,
computational complexity of training is higher to testing.
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The proposed approach still retinas the parallizable aspect
of the one vs. all approach i.e., during training data can be
segregated into six sets (equal to number of trees) each
with 25\% (user defined) of the data and each tree can be
trained mutually exclusive. During testing as ‘n’ models
are created for one time refinement step and each model
has six trees where each tree can be evaluated
independently.
Machine learning based approaches majorly influenced
by data samples, features quantified and parameter
settings. Data samples are more effective if they represent
the majority of the population so providing more data which
is self replicative constrains the generalizability of the
model. This is the reason for choosing more number of
non-edge patches in comparison to edge patches as nonedge patches have more patterns to comprehend. Such
imbalance could bias the prediction of the algorithm but
random forests algorithm is proven to be resilient to data
imbalance. It is observed that increasing the ratio improves
the performance but burdens the computations. It is also
noted that increasing cell size during HOG feature
quantification instead of patch size has larger impact
compared to computational burden it put on. There is no
quantifiable approach for selection of number of trees other
to training models with different number of trees and
identifying the break point for overfitting through test error.
The approach can be extended to any medical based low
vision problem involving edge detection for classification
or object specific enhancement. The proposed approach
aims at reinforcement of dynamic programming. The
approach can be extended to any medical based low vision
problem involving edge detection for classification or object
specific enhancement. The proposed approach aims at
reinforcement of dynamic programming based
segmentation methods but not to be mis-categorized with
segmentation approaches for retinal layers. As edge is a
common factor for multiple graphs based approaches this
can be appended as preprocessing step for any off the
shelf graph based segmentation. The trained model
requires less space and computational complexity so it
can be deployed to remote clinics. On inflow new data
instead of retraining entire model a set of trees can be
trained and can be merged with existing trees on prediction
end or prediction end based on the feasibility.
The proposed approach is aimed at reducing the time
complexity of training without trading off the prediction
capability in comparison to one vs. all approach. It is
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capable of handling various adverse but fails in case of
low gradient conditions. The OCT scans being 3D in nature
future work involve incorporation of neighboring scans
information to make the model more resilient to low
gradients. As consideration of HOG features being the
bottle neck of information processing incorporation of deep
learnt features could be another path to be explored to
handle low gradients.

Discussion
The proposed algorithm is able to expand the capability of
standard edge forests for modeling multiple layer specific
edges with single random forest. It is also established that
such modeling did not tradeoff the perdition error for the
application of edge based retinal layer segmentation. The
proposed algorithms has similar space and computational
complexity in training phase and prediction phase in
comparison to one vs. all approach. The algorithm is not
capable of predicting edges under low gradients as features
are responsible.
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